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We identify an optimized three-dimensional metallic photonic-band-gap filament architecture for electrically
pumped, quasithermal, visible light emission. This identification is based on extensive band structure and
finite-difference time-domain calculations of metallic photonic crystals. The optimum structure consists of an
inverse square-spiral photonic crystal, exhibiting a large bandwidth optical passband below the effective
plasma screening frequency of the periodically structured metal. Light emission from the interior surfaces of
the filament to the interior air channels occurs exclusively into the passband modes, enabling high-efficiency
conversion of electrical energy into visible light.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Blackbody radiation �1� is a fundamental property of mat-
ter at finite temperatures. Early experiments of Kirchhoff �2�
verified that the Planck distribution of emitted photons is a
consequence of establishing thermodynamic equilibrium be-
tween the light emitters and their resulting radiation field �for
a review see Ref. �3��. In the absence of such an equilibrium,
deviations from the Planck distribution may occur �3,4�. Tra-
ditionally incandescent lighting filaments, despite being
driven from equilibrium exhibit characteristic features of the
Planck distribution. At a temperature below their melting
point, electrical and thermal energy is primarily converted to
unwanted infrared radiation rather than visible light. A strik-
ing set of recent experiments �5� has revealed that certain
microstructured tungsten filaments, driven out of thermal
equilibrium by electrical pumping, can exhibit significant de-
viations from the blackbody spectrum. This suggests the pos-
sibility of higher efficiency incandescent lighting, through
suitable filament microstructure.

In this paper we propose an architecture for metallic
photonic-band-gap �PBG� �6,7� filaments consisting of a
three-dimensional lattice of spiral posts �8� that significantly
improves and optimizes the emission of light, resulting from
electrical pumping, into a desired band of frequencies. We
present photonic band structure and finite-difference time-
domain �FDTD� calculations of the electromagnetic mode
spectrum and light emission characteristics of a wide variety
of metallic photonic crystals. Our numerical search reveals
that the optimum filament describes an inverse diamond:3
PBG structure �8� in which spiral arms of air, in an iridium
background, connect the third nearest neighbor points of a
diamond lattice. This structure is unique in having a high
bulk plasma frequency, a high melting point, and an isolated,
large-bandwidth, optical passband below the continuum of
allowed bands. This passband consists of optical modes that
propagate through a connected air network within the fila-
ment and arises from a periodic array of hollow “metallic
boxes” that are optically connected. This inverse spiral struc-
ture is a more functional design than a recently studied tung-
sten inverse opal structure �9� and a more ideal structure for
light emission than the tungsten woodpile �10�. Besides, the
square spirals can be easily fabricated by the glancing angle

deposition method �11,12� or the direct laser writing method
�13�.

Recently, Lin et al. heated a three-dimensional �3D� tung-
sten woodpile with a plasma cutoff wavelength of 2.5 �m up
to 1500 K �5�. By electrically pumping the metallic back-
bone, a sharp radiation peak was observed at ��1.8 �m at
1535 K, that, unlike standard blackbody radiation, remains
fixed over a range of temperature. Even more controversial
�14,15� is the observation that under strong pumping, this
peak may exceed the radiation intensity of an ideal black-
body.

In order to reconcile these striking experimental observa-
tions, it is important to consider the role of nonequilibrium
effects. Although a temperature may be associated with vi-
brations of the metallic lattice atoms as they are heated by
passing electrical current, the electronic degrees of freedom
of the filament may not be in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Given the large amount of interior surface area in a metallic
PBG filament, a significant contribution to electrical resis-
tance in the metal may arise from scattering of electrons
from these interior surfaces. When such metal surfaces are
rough, have sharp edges, or host small metal particles �cre-
ated by the fabrication process� localized surface plasmon
resonances may arise �16�. These plasmonic resonators may
be excited through electronic collisions with the interior sur-
faces and they may then emit light into the optical passband
of the PBG filament. Recently, we have demonstrated �17�
that, for strong plasmonic resonances �18�, nonlinear Bloch
waves �19�, with laserlike input-output characteristics can be
excited within the optical passband of a structured metal.

In earlier work �17�, we considered a simplified two-
dimensional �2D� model of a metallic filament with a band
structure for only E-polarized �electric field normal to the
plane of periodicity� light. In the present paper, we describe
the realistic band structure for a 3D PBG filament with an
optical passband in which electric field vectors can be both
parallel and perpendicular �H polarization� to the interior
metal surfaces. These H-polarization components are crucial
for exciting localized surface plasmon resonances that, in
turn, emit light through the optical passband. In particular,
we differentiate those 3D metallic PBG architectures that
exhibit the required passband from those that do not, and we
propose an optimum filament architecture.
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We study metallic PCs with various structures, such as
woodpiles �20�, square spirals �8�, slanted pore materials
�21�, and inverse opals �22�. We identify a unique electro-
magnetic dispersion relation in metallic, inverse diamond:3
square spiral �8� PBG filaments that may be ideal for incan-
descent lighting. In this architecture, a group of bands is
isolated from the high frequency continuum, in the back-
ground of a huge band gap starting from zero frequency.
When the filament consists of suitable air spirals in a back-
ground of iridium �Ir� metal and the lattice constant a
=400 nm, the isolated bands of the inverse spiral filament
occur in a visible range centered near 670 nm. This occurs
when the spiral structure parameters �see Ref. �8� for detailed
definitions� are chosen as �L ,c ,r�= �1.2a ,1.7a ,0.20a�, where
L is the length of a single segment of each spiral arm, c is the
�vertical� lattice constant along the axis of the spiral, and r is
the radius of the �hollow� cylindrical spiral arms. In this case,
the “elbows” of the square spiral arm coincide nearly with
the third nearest neighbor points of a diamond lattice, in
which the spiral axes point along the �1,0,0� direction of the
diamond lattice. The frequencies of the isolated bands can be
adjusted by varying the metallic bulk plasma frequency, �p
�using different metals� and altering the lattice constant. A
small lattice constant will cause a blueshift of the isolated
bands. Similarly, a large lattice constant and higher �p will
cause a redshift of the isolated bands.

Energy from electrical current in the PBG filament can be
dissipated in at least three ways. Electronic scattering from
phonons in the metal will contribute to the measured tem-
perature of the filament. Electronic scattering from or near
the exterior surface of the overall filament contributes to con-
ventional forms of radiation into the featureless electromag-
netic vacuum of free space. Electronic collision with the in-
terior surfaces of the microstructured metallic filament may
excite localized surface plasmon resonances �16� that emit
light into the engineered electromagnetic vacuum, exclu-
sively through the optical passbands of the PBG. In this in-
terior, radiative decay channel, light emission at wave-
lengths, shorter and longer than the passband is suppressed.
Energy that is dissipated into modes of frequency below the
passband must either diffuse to the exterior filament surface
to be radiated into the conventional light bulb spectrum or be
up converted by a nonlinear process into the passband escape
window. This energy enters the nonequilibrium distribution
of photons in the passband and can likewise escape into free
space through air channels that extend to the exterior surface
of the filament. This leads to enhanced energy conversion
efficiency into a desired band of optical frequencies and may
have dramatic consequences for incandescent lighting. If, on
the other hand, the PBG filament is placed within an isother-
mal enclosure, and the emitted photons are allowed to equili-
brate with their interior sources, it is likely that this enhanced
light emission, into a specified frequency band, will revert to
that of a conventional filament �3,23�.

The application of metallic PBG filaments to practical in-
candescent lighting requires careful investigation of the
structural stability of such a microstructured filament under
prolonged high temperature conditions. The large amount of
interior surface area in the filament may require additional
treatment of the filament to prevent degradation due to sur-
face diffusion of metal atoms.

Room temperature applications of our spiral metallic fila-
ment architecture include optical sensing and enhanced pho-
tochemistry �24�. Both of these applications make use of the
strong coupling of light to molecules passing through the
interior void regions of the spiral filament. The synergy of
plasmonic resonances and photonic crystal enhancement of
the local electromagnetic density of states throughout the
void channels of the filament provides intense and focused
interior electromagnetic fields. Previously, strong coupling
effects due to plasmonic resonances of metallic nanoparticles
and nanoparticle dimers have been investigated �25–27� for
improved photochemical reaction yield. In our metallic PBG
filament, a large volume of strong coupling between optical
fields and reacting molecules is possible. The void channels
of our filament also enable natural guiding of molecular spe-
cies to the required strong coupling regions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we calculate
the band structure of various metallic photonic crystals
�PCs�, such as woodpiles �20�, inverted opals �22�, inverse
square spirals �8�, slanted pore materials �21�, and holo-
graphic lithography defined PBG structures �28�. In Sec. III,
the tungsten woodpile structure is considered in detail to
compare with experimental observations of Lin et al. �5�. We
demonstrate agreement of specific features of our theoretical
calculations with the experiment. In Sec. IV, we describe the
new contribution to light emission into engineered optical
passbands from electrical pumping of the inverted square
spiral filament backbone. Finally, a summary and discussion
is presented in Sec. V.

II. BAND STRUCTURE OF METALLIC PHOTONIC
CRYSTALS

The band structures of metallic PCs are calculated by the
FDTD method �29,30�. The dielectric constant of metal is
described by the Drude model, �=1−�p

2 / ��2+ i����, where
�� is the damping frequency. This damping frequency may
be regarded as the inverse of the electronic scattering time �
in the metal, giving rise to electrical resistance and associ-
ated with the temperature of the phonon bath in the metal. In
the band structure calculations, we take ��=0. Usually, �� is
of the order about 1% of �p �31�. Ignoring the �� does not
lead to a significant change of the real part of the dielectric
constant � or change the band structure. This is verified in
subsequent calculations of radiation, in which nonzero �� is
used. However, �� does lead to absorption losses for interior
electromagnetic modes.

We first consider the woodpile structure used in the ex-
periment of Lin et al. �5�. Our band structure calculations
reveal a large plasma screening gap in the long wavelength
range due to the negative dielectric constant of tungsten be-
low its bulk plasma frequency �p=9.74�1015 s−1, or to
compare with the frequencies in Fig. 1�a�, a /�p=7.76. No
other photonic band gaps occur for the tungsten woodpile
structure used in the experiment. This means that light emis-
sion from the interior surfaces is not funneled into a specific
finite band of frequencies. However, enhanced light emission
from the interior can take place in specific modes of the band
structure above the effective plasma cutoff frequency of
a /�=0.54.
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While the observation �5� of anomalous light emission is
an indication of the importance of interior optical modes in a
microstructured filament, the optimization of interior light
emission is facilitated by an isolated optical passband. We
have performed an extensive study of band structures, vary-
ing the structural and material parameters of various metallic
woodpile filaments. For example, using copper, we find a
narrow band gap above the effective plasma screening �fun-
damental� gap near a /��1.05 gap in the short wavelength
range. When the lattice constant a=1.5 �m, the rod height
h=0.75 �m, and the rod width is 0.9 �m, the gap to midgap
ratio of Cu �bulk plasma frequency �p=1.12�1016 s−1, or
a /�p=8.94� woodpile structure is about 3%. The band struc-
ture is plotted in Fig. 1�b�. This secondary PBG is too small
to provide effective enhancement of light emission into a
prescribed band. Our calculations suggest that the woodpile
architecture, while capable of providing interesting anoma-
lies in quasithermal light emission, is not optimal for wave-
length emission-band selection in an incandescent PBG fila-
ment.

We have also studied a variety of inverse opal metallic
filaments. Recently a tungsten-based inverse-opal structure
was fabricated by von Freymann et al. �9�. We calculate the
band structure of an idealized tungsten inverse opal �using
Drude parameters �p=9.74�1015 s−1, ��=0� in Fig. 2�a�.
The bands below the effective plasma cutoff frequency
�a /�p=0.83� are extremely flat, with vanishing group veloc-

ity. These modes are localized and cannot propagate inside
the structure. A much higher plasma frequency �p=1.37
�1016 s−1 �or a /�p=6.48� can be obtained using silver �Ag�
instead of tungsten. When the coating of silver is thick
enough, there is a small gap above the fundamental gap. We
depict the band structure of a silver inverted opal in Fig.
2�b�. The gap to midgap ratio is about 6%. The bands in the
inverse opal filaments appear to be very flat surface plasmon
modes rather than air-guided modes in the pores of the mi-
crostructure.

Of all the structures we have studied, a certain class of
inverse square spiral structures �8� has the largest secondary
PBG. Equivalently, this can be described as an isolated op-
tical passband below the effective plasma screening gap �see
Fig. 3�. When the parameters �L ,c ,r�= �1.2a ,1.7a ,0.2a� �8�,
the gap to midgap ratio of this secondary PBG is the largest,
about 22.7%. Roughly speaking these structure parameters
correspond to connecting the third-nearest-neighbor points of
a diamond lattice and this architecture is referred to as “in-
verse diamond:3” �8�. For an iridium �Ir� inverse spiral fila-
ment, the corresponding band structure is shown in Fig. 3�b�.
The bulk plasma frequency of Ir is taken as 7.8 eV �32� and
the melting temperature of Ir is 2446 °C �33�. Within the
Drude model we use �p=1.18�1016 s−1, ��=0. Clearly, if
the structure is electrically pumped, radiation from the inte-
rior surfaces �at frequencies below a /�=0.75� will be emit-
ted exclusively into the engineered optical passband.

The high melting point and high plasma frequency of iri-
dium make it promising for electrically pumped, visible light
emission. Recently, important milestones have been demon-
strated in the accurate fabrication of iridium-based structures
using atomic layer deposition �ALD� �34�. Similar ap-
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FIG. 1. The band structures of metallic woodpiles using ����
=1− ��p /��2. The lattice constant �a� is 1.5 �m and the height of
the rod �h� is 0.75 �m. �a� Tungsten woodpile with rod width
0.5 �m �similar to filaments fabricated by Lin et al. in Ref. �5�� has
an effective plasma cutoff at a /�=0.54, with no optical passbands
below and no PBG above. The dimensionless plasma frequency of
bulk tungsten a /�p=7.76 is used in our calculation. �b� Cu wood-
pile with rod width 0.9 �m. Here a small PBG centered at a /�
=1.10 occurs above the effective plasma cutoff at a /�=0.72. The
dimensionless plasma frequency of bulk copper a /�p=8.94 is used
in our calculation.
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FIG. 2. Band structure of inverted opals made of various metals.
The radius of spheres used to fabricate the opal is 315 nm and the
coating thickness of metal is 40 nm. �a� Tungsten inverse opal. Bulk
tungsten plasma frequency �p=9.74�1015 s−1 �a /�p=4.61� is
used. �b� Silver inverse opal. Bulk silver plasma frequency �p

=1.37�1016 s−1 �a /�p=6.48� is used.
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proaches can be used to infiltrate iridium into the interior
void regions of a template spiral PC consisting of solid SiO2
spiral posts. After infiltration the SiO2 posts can be removed
by selective etching, leaving behind the desired iridium-
based inverse diamond:3 architecture. Metallic nanoparticles
can also be embedded on the interior surfaces of the metallic
PC by the reduction of metal nanowires, suitably infiltrated
into the void network of the PC �35�. These nanoparticles
may emit light into the isolated optical passband of the iri-
dium photonic-band-gap filament.

The robustness of the gap between the isolated bands and
the continuum is estimated by varying the structural param-
eters in the photonic band structure calculation. As shown in

Fig. 4, the gap to midgap ratio for the secondary PBG re-
mains larger than 15% for a broad range of parameters �rod
diameter is varied between 144 and 176 nm, and the arm
length is varied between 480 and 520 nm�. This suggests that
the engineered optical passband �and its separation from the
continuum� is rather robust to disorder in the inverse dia-
mond:3 architecture. This robust, isolated, optical passband
�with bandwidth suitable for broadband lighting applica-
tions� appears to be unique to the inverse diamond:3 archi-
tecture. Such a passband does not occur in the inverse dia-
mond:1 architecture �where shorter spiral arms connect the
first nearest-neighbor points of diamond� or in the inverse
diamond:5 architecture �where longer spiral arms connect the
fifth nearest-neighbor points of diamond�, as discussed be-
low.

In order to understand the emission and propagation of
light within the interior of the PBG inverse spiral filament, it
is instructive to consider the electromagnetic mode profile
within the passband. Electric fields are often large near the
sharp edges of metals. This is apparent in our inverse dia-
mond:3 spiral filament. The electric and magnetic field inside
the hollow-metallic arms of the spirals are plotted in Fig. 5,
revealing electric field concentration in the air region near
sharp edges or corners of the metallic enclosure, where spiral
arms either terminate or join with neighboring spiral arms.
Here, we use the �L ,c ,r�= �1.2a ,1.7a ,0.22a� square spiral
�the same parameters as those in Fig. 3� to study the electric
field pattern. The inverse square spiral structure has two
kinds of sharp edges, leading to two kinds of bands, one
within the optical passband range and the other near the top
of the secondary PBG. The structure consists of cylindrical
arms stacking on each other �with a shift along the x or y
axis�. The first pair of metallic knife edges is formed by
overlap of the side walls of arms stacking on top of each
other. In Fig. 6�a�, these long straight knife edges are high-
lighted. These metallic knife edges occur along the side wall
of a periodic array of metallic boxes with a figure-eight cross
section. The regions of the spiral arms that do not overlap
other spiral arms correspond to narrow passageways in
which light can leak from one metallic box to a neighboring
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FIG. 3. �a� �Color online� Image of square spiral structure prior
to inversion. �b� The band structure of the iridium inverse square
spiral using the Drude model with plasma frequency �p=1.18
�1016 s−1 and damping rate ��=0. The lattice constant is 400 nm.
The square spiral parameters are �L ,c ,r�= �1.2a ,1.7a ,0.22a�. The
inset is the lowest six bands for the �L ,c ,r�= �1.2a ,1.7a ,0.22a� and
�L ,c ,r�= �1.4a ,1.7a ,0.22a� square spirals. �c� Brillouin zone de-
picting high symmetry points in k space. A rectangular prism of
dimensions a�a�c is used as the �real space� unit cell. The coor-
dinates of these points are � �0,0,0�, Z �0,0 ,	 /c�, R �0,	 /a ,	 /c�,
A �	 /a ,	 /a ,	 /c�, Y �0,	 /a ,0�, and M �	 /a ,	 /a ,0�.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Frequencies of plasma screening gap, the
optical passband �isolated bands�, and the secondary PBG of iri-
dium inverse square spiral as a function of arm radius. Here, �p

=1.18�1016 s−1 and ��=0. The lattice constant is a=400 nm.
�a� Arm length 1.3a. �b� Arm length 1.2a.
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metallic box. Electromagnetic modes within the isolated op-
tical passband have very large electric field amplitudes near
the pair of knife edges within each metallic box. Surface
plasma resonances localized near these edges will exhibit
very strong coupling to the optical passband modes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 5. �Color online� The electric field �red arrow� and mag-
netic field �green arrow� in the inverted spiral structure. �a� Electric
and magnetic fields, within the optical passband of an iridium-based
inverse square spiral with parameters given by Fig. 3, obtained by
FDTD are shown propagating through the connected interior void
network of filament. �b� Close-up shows magnetic field circulating
around loops within the air-void network. �c� The passband mode is
characterized by a very strong electric field concentrated near the
sharp-edge grill structure �see Fig. 6�a�� of the void network where
two hollow metallic cylinders overlap.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The interior void regions of the inverse
diamond:3 spiral metallic filament form a lattice of hollow-metallic
“boxes” supporting electromagnetic modes of two types. In the first
type �a� electric field amplitude is highly concentrated near the tips
of V-shaped grill structures on either side of each metallic box.
These modes comprise the optical passband within the effective
plasma gap of the structured filament and may provide strong light
emission into the isolated band. In the second type �b�, electric field
amplitude is highest near the intersection of one arm elbow with
another arm. These modes comprise the photonic band edge modes
at the top of the secondary PBG �just above the isolated optical
passband�. The shaded area is the bottom of one arm �interface of
metal and air�. Part of the circle is chopped off by the overlapping
arm. The highlighted �thick line� red arc is the edge formed by
overlapping arms. The blue point O in the middle of shaded area is
where dipoles are placed in the latter part of this paper to calculate
emissions.
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The lower edge of the secondary PBG opens at k
= �0,	 /a ,0� �Y point in Fig. 3�b��. According to Bloch theo-
rem, the electric field of this mode has opposite signs at the
nearby metal boxes. Since knife edges in our metallic boxes
are almost parallel to the x �y� axis, longer spiral arms lead to
longer overlap and shorter distance between two nearby
metal boxes. Therefore, the fields of opposite signs are close
to each other when the arm length increases, causing the
passband to rise in frequency. When the radius of the arms
increases, the sharp knife edges within a given metallic box
gradually disappear. This decreases the field localization near
the sharp edges, leading to a broadening of the isolated
bands. Increasingly, long spiral arms or large arm radius will
eventually cause collapse of the secondary PBG that sepa-
rates the optical passband and the continuum �see the inset of
Fig. 3�b� for the dependence on L�. As a result, the inverse
diamond:5 architecture �8� �with spiral arms connecting fifth
nearest-neighbor points of the diamond lattice� is not suitable
for strongly channeled quasithermal light emission over a
finite band of frequencies. On the other hand, structures with
short spiral arms or small radius arms lack sufficient overlap
between nearby arms. In this case, the required metallic
boxes are either too small or unable to form at all. Conse-
quently, isolated optical passbands do not form. The inverse
diamond:1 architecture �with spiral arms connecting nearest-
neighbor points of the diamond lattice� is, therefore, not suit-
able for engineered light emission from the interior surfaces
of the metal filament. Only spiral structures with arms
around L=1.2a and rods around r=0.2a enable engineering
of isolated optical passbands.

Another type of edge in the metallic box is formed by the
elbow of an arm �end face of the cylinder� overlapping the
hollow region of a nearby spiral arm. This leads to oval-
shaped end faces �more precisely the intersection set of two
circular arm cross sections� of the metallic boxes. The edge
is highlighted red in Fig. 6�b�. These metallic end faces also
act as high field amplitude source regions for another set of
optical modes that propagate through the interior of the PBG
filament. The bands, associated with these end faces, occur at
the lower edge of the optical mode continuum just above the
secondary PBG and the effective plasma cutoff. A larger rod
radius will elongate the end face, leading to deconfinement
�less localization� of the electric field, i.e., lowering the band.
A longer arm will further separate the end faces of the me-
tallic box at z=1 /4c and z=3 /4c, again deconfining the elec-
tromagnetic mode and lowering the band. When k
= �0,	 /a ,0�, where the electric fields at z=1 /4c and z
=3 /4c have opposite signs, the continuum edge is lowered
further. As a result, the secondary PBG closes at this point.

We have studied in detail the band structures of a variety
of other 3D PBG architectures including metallic slanted
pore �21� filaments, metallic filaments defined by optical in-
terference lithography �28�, and optical phase mask lithogra-
phy �36�. Throughout the entire range of structural and ma-
terial parameters studied, we were unable to find an isolated
optical passband in these alternative architectures. This un-
derscores the uniqueness of the inverse diamond:3 square
spiral, metallic “box and grill,” filament.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In order to compare with previous experiment results of
Lin et al. �5�, we briefly review them here. When the tung-
sten woodpile filament is driven by an electrical current and
the lattice temperature is measured to be 1190 K, quasither-
mal light emission consists of a small peak at ��2.5 �m
and a strong peak at ��1.8 �m. At a higher lattice tempera-
ture of 1535 K, the stronger peak dominates the spectrum
and shifts to ��1.5 �m �5�.

As temperature increases, �p changes little, but �� in-
creases significantly. In the Drude model �31�, the conduc-
tivity 
 is related to �p and �� by 
=�p

2 / �4	���, where 

has units of cm−1. This can be expressed in terms of the dc
resistivity �0 as follows:


�cm−1� =
1

2	c��0�s��
=

9 � 1011

2	c��0�� cm��
,

where �0 is in units of � cm and c is the speed of light.
Therefore, �� is proportional to the dc resistivity, ��

=�p
2c�0 / �1.8�1012�.
We use the temperature dependence of the dc resistivity

��T� to estimate the temperature dependence of ��. We de-
fine a reduced resistivity r�T����T� /�0, where �0 is the re-
sistivity at 0 °C. In the Bloch-Gruneisen model �37�, the
reduced resistivity is a function of the reduced temperature
T /: rT=1.056�T /�F� /T�. The value of characteristic tem-
perature  �usually associated with the high frequency Debye
cutoff of the phonon spectrum in the metal� and function
F� /T� for various metals can be found in Ref. �37�. In con-
ventional bulk metals, the temperature T that appears in the
expression for resistivity is the same as the measured lattice
�phonon� temperature. In our model, the system temperature
is defined through the electrical resistivity rather than the
lattice vibrational temperature. It would be of considerable
interest to measure the true resistivity vs lattice temperature
in the structured metal, where we expect other important
contributions to resistance apart from phonon scattering.

We consider the same tungsten woodpile structure used in
the experiment by Lin et al. �5�. In our calculation, the bulk
plasma frequency �p is chosen to be 5.17�102 cm−1 �9.74
�1015 s−1� �31�. In dimensionless frequency, a /�p=7.76,
where the lattice constant a=1.5 �m. The damping fre-
quency ��=4.99�1014 s−1 �31�. The corresponding band
structure is depicted in Fig. 1�a�. There is a huge band gap
for ��2.8 �m. This represents the effective plasma screen-
ing gap for the microstructured metal, which occurs at fre-
quencies well below the bulk plasma frequency of tungsten
metal. The bandgap suppresses the radiation in the long
wavelength range from the interior surfaces of the woodpile
structure, while enabling a rapid onset of light emission from
interior modes for wavelength ��2.8 �m. This interior light
emission spectrum is superimposed on the conventional
emission spectrum from the exterior surface of the woodpile
filament. This behavior is consistent with experimentally ob-
served spectrum. However, no band gap is found for �
�2.8 �m, making it impossible to efficiently suppress inte-
rior radiation in the near infrared wavelength range.
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We now simulate the electromagnetic emission pattern
from sources placed at various locations within a finite size
woodpile structure. We consider a finite tungsten woodpile
filament placed in vacuum. In our FDTD simulations, the
open boundary is represented by an �perfectly matched layer
�29,38�� absorbing surface surrounding all the exterior sur-
faces of the filament. In this simulation, all radiation from
the filament escapes into free space. There is no feedback
from the escaped radiation field to the filament and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium cannot be established between the emit-
ted photons and the dipole radiators within the filament. Due
to the discretization scheme of coordinate space, each dipole
radiator is either in the air or in the metal. We place dipoles
in the air near the interior metal surfaces. The orientations of
dipoles are chosen normal to the metal surfaces because the
electric field is almost normal to the metal surface �H polar-
ization�. Since metals �such as tungsten and iridium� are
good conductors at optical frequencies, electric fields tend to
be normal to the surface of these metals, and dipoles parallel
to the metal surface are difficult to couple to the electric
field. H-polarized light emission of this type, is consistent
with radiation from localized surface plasmon resonances
that may be excited through electrical pumping of the metal-
lic backbone. The overall radiation spectrum is obtained by
integrating the Poynting vector over a closed surface about
2 /3 lattice constant away from the structure. Further increas-
ing the distance between the structure and the closed surface
does not lead to discernible changes in the simulated radia-
tion spectrum.

A finite structure of 5�5�2 unit cells is used to calculate
the radiation from a dipole, which is placed in the middle of
various side walls of the rods, with orientation normal to the
surface. The dipole oscillates over a range of different fre-
quencies with amplitudes that we assume are related to the
underlying lattice vibrational temperature T. This is the same
temperature we assume determines the electrical resistivity
of the filament due to electron-phonon scattering. In this
simulation, we ignore possible contributions due to nonequi-
librium �ballistic� electrons that may excite dipole resonators
directly on higher energy scales than the thermal back-
ground. However, the emitted radiation is not in the thermal
equilibrium with the filament �as a result of the open bound-
ary condition� and we refer to this as “quasithermal” radia-
tion. In Fig. 7, this quasithermal radiation shows a strong
suppression for ��2.5 �m except when the dipole is placed
on the first woodpile layer near the exterior surface of the
filament. As the lattice vibrational temperature increases, the
radiation from the exterior surface layer changes only
slightly. However, the radiation from the interior layers de-
creases more rapidly due to the increase in electrical resis-
tance and concomitant electromagnetic absorption described
by ��. For the woodpile structure, with no isolated optical
passband through void regions of the crystal, the exterior
surface emission plays an important role at high temperature.

To estimate the quasithermal �nonequilibrium� radiation
from the tungsten woodpile, the radiation from each layer is
summed, and multiplied by the Boltzmann coefficient
�� / �exp��� /kT�−1� as follows: we integrate the Poynting
vectors over a surface that encloses the finite size filament
using an interior dipole emitter of fixed amplitude. As the

frequency of the dipole emitter is varied, its oscillation am-
plitude is kept fixed. However, we mimic the effect of ther-
mal excitation of the dipole by multiplying the overall output
energy from the filament by the Boltzmann weight factor. As
shown in Fig. 8, quasithermal radiation from the finite struc-
ture is not completely suppressed for ��3 �m, due to the
exterior surface emission �see Fig. 7�. In Fig. 8, the black-
body spectral profile �not on the same scale as the FDTD
results�, is plotted for comparison with the spectral profile
from the PBG filament. In the experiment of Lin et al. �5�,
when the lattice vibrational temperature is measured to be
about 1500 K, the radiation from the woodpile photonic
crystal is about five times that of an ideal blackbody at �
�1.5 �m, at the same temperature. Lin et al. suggest that
the emission from tungsten photonic crystal can exceed that
of an ideal blackbody emitter because the tungsten photonic
crystal is not in a thermal equilibrium state �15�. Indeed there
are at least four modes of energy that we associate with the
microstructured filament: �i� electrons in the driving current,
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The radiation �P1�, through all surfaces,
from a dipole inside the tungsten woodpile structure, occupying the
volume 0�x�5a, 0�y�5a, and 0�z�4a. P0 is the radiation of
a dipole in the free space. The distance from these dipoles to the
surface are 0.5h �first layer�, 1.5h �second layer�, 2.5h �third layer�,
and 3.5h �fourth layer�, respectively. The dipoles are placed at po-
sitions �2.5,2.5,0.25�a in the first layer, �2.5,2.5,0.75�a in the sec-
ond layer, �2.5,2.35,1.25�a in the third layer, and �2.35,2.5,1.75�a
in the fourth layer. �a� T=1200 K. �b� T=1500 K.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Estimation of the quasithermal �nonequi-
librium� radiation from the tungsten woodpile. Energy emitted by
dipoles, over a broad range of frequencies at fixed oscillation am-
plitude, in each layer �in Fig. 7� is summed and multiplied by the
Boltzmann coefficient �� / �exp��� /kT�−1� to obtain the
estimation.
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�ii� surface dipole resonators, �iii� lattice vibrations of metal
atoms, and �iv� photons emitted by the filament. Under nor-
mal operation of a light-emitting filament in free space, these
subsystems may not be in equilibrium with each other.

In our calculation, quasithermal radiation from the fila-
ment decreases when ��2.5 �m, in agreement with experi-
mental results and the band structure calculations. At a pho-
non temperature of T=1500 K, radiation from the PBG
filament is more concentrated between �=1.5�2.0 �m than
in the ideal blackbody. This tendency agrees with the experi-
ments. Our simulations cannot produce sharp peaks around
1.8 and 1.5 �m because we only place the dipole emitters in
four positions in our calculations. Unlike the analysis of non-
linear Bloch waves in a 2D PBG filament considered re-
cently �17�, our simulation does not take into account the
direct nonlinear response of dipole resonators on the interior
surface of the filament to nonthermal excitation by a driving
current. Also quasithermal radiation emanates from all parts
of the filament, a simulation of which is beyond our compu-
tational ability. Nevertheless, our calculations capture impor-
tant qualitative features of the experiment. This provides fur-
ther plausibility to our simulation results, presented below,
on the optimized inverse square-spiral filament.

IV. SPECTRAL PROFILE FOR QUASITHERMAL LIGHT
EMISSION FROM INVERSE SPIRAL PBG

FILAMENT

In this section, we use the same method described in the
previous section to simulate the approximate spectral emis-
sion profile from an inverse square spiral filament consisting
of iridium. Here, a finite structure of 3�5�3 unit cells
�3a�5a�5.1a� is used to calculate the radiation from di-
poles inside the structure. All dipoles are at the centers of the
circular faces of the arm’s ends �point O in Fig. 6�b��. The
directions of these dipoles are normal to the metal surface.
The damping frequency is estimated from the dc conductiv-
ity �
0� using 
0=�p

2 / �4	��� �31�. At temperature T
=1500 K, we use �p=1.18�1016 s−1 and ��=3.56
�1014 s−1 in our calculations.

The overall radiation through the closed surface �normal-
ized to the power emitted in the vacuum� is plotted in Fig. 9.
The ratio here does not indicate whether the PBG filament
can emit more radiation than a blackbody. It has been shown
�17� for a simple 2D metallic PBG filament, supporting non-
linear surface resonances, that very high output power with
laserlike input-output characteristics is possible within a
passband, provided that the filament is driven out of equilib-
rium by the pumping process. This phenomenon is beyond
the scope of our present calculation. Nevertheless, the pro-
nounced peaks around 670 nm show that the inverse spiral
structure can successfully suppress the thermal radiation for
both the long and short wavelength range. This suggests that
an architecture with an isolated optical passband is more
suitable to modify thermal emission than previously studied
woodpile structures.

Due to the surface effect, the peak emission from a dipole
placed in the third layer �it is closer to the surface than the
first layer� has a small red shift. The radiation from the di-

pole near the surface is larger than those from the inner
structure because of the absorption of the metal, indicating
that the radiation near the surface plays an important role,
especially at high temperature. However, if the system is
driven out of equilibrium by a nonthermal pumping mecha-
nism, surface resonances may provide gain to the optical
passband modes and overcome resistive losses in the hot
metal �17�.

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have found an electromagnetic passband
in metallic inverse square spirals, which is suitable for selec-
tive quasithermal radiation and incandescent lighting. A
group of bands is isolated from the continuum and resides
within the otherwise forbidden plasma gap of the structured
metallic filament. Radiation from the interior of the filament
into unwanted long and short wavelength ranges is sup-
pressed, leading to efficient band-selective quasithermal
emission. These metallic PBG structures can be used as fila-
ments of light bulbs to emit visible light. They may also be
useful in thermophotovoltaics �39� to absorb broadband ra-
diation, channel it into a specific emission band, and then
generate electric power in a photovoltaic device that is most
receptive to light within that band. At high temperatures,
thermal radiation near the surface plays an important role.
Our calculations are consistent with recent experimental
studies �5,15� of tungsten woodpile filaments, but indicate
that the inverse spiral filament may provide considerable en-
hancement of the desired band-selective light emission char-
acteristics.

It is particularly important to address the issues of ther-
modynamic equilibrium and deviations from equilibrium be-
tween light emitters within the filament and the surrounding
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FIG. 9. The quasithermal power �as defined in Fig. 8 emitted,
through all the surfaces, from dipoles inside the square spiral struc-
ture, occupying the volume 0�x�3a, 0�y�5a, and 0�z
�5.1a, at T=1500 K. The bulk plasma frequency �p=1.18
�1016 s−1 and damping frequency ��=3.56�1014 s−1 are used in
our calculations. P0 is the corresponding power emission in ordi-
nary vacuum. The dipoles are in the y direction, normal to the
surface of the metal matrix. The emitting dipoles are placed at po-
sitions �0.7,2.9,2.65�a in the first layer, �1.7,2.9,2.65�a in the sec-
ond layer, and �2.7,2.9,2.65�a in the third layer. Since there are
only three layers in the x direction, the dipole in the third layer is
actually closer to the surface �x=3a� than the one in the first layer
is.
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radiation field. This requires closed or partially closed
boundary conditions �reflecting walls� surrounding the light
emitting filament and solution of the coupled equations of
motion of the dipole resonators and the surrounding radiation
field. This is problematic for finite-difference time-domain
simulation since any small reflecting enclosure modifies the
electromagnetic density of states, surrounding the filament,
from that of free space. On the other hand, a very large
computational domain �with a density of states closes to that
of free space� requires prohibitive amounts of computational
memory. It is also of considerable importance to understand
the nature of excitation of surface resonances within struc-
tured metal through electrical pumping of the filament. For
practical application of PBG metallic filaments, an important
issue is the stability of the material under prolonged heating

and temperature cycling. The large interior surface area of
the filament enables surface diffusion of metal atoms that
may alter the structure of the filament in the course of time.
These issues need to be studied and addressed. We hope that
our analysis of metallic PBG architectures will stimulate fur-
ther materials science and experimental studies of more op-
timal structures for incandescent lighting.
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